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We study the existence of universal and quotient universal spaces in the class of 
nuclear Kiithe spaces with a continuous norm. It is shown that no countable set of 
these spaces has all Lka, r) spaces, --co < r & 0, as subspaces or those with 
0 < r < 00 as quotients. On the other hand, the quotients and subspaces of (s) with 
basis constitute a universal and a quotient universal class, respectively. 
Our purpose is to investigate the existence of universal and quotient 
universal spaces in the class of nuclear Frechet spaces with basis and a 
continuous norm or, equivalently, in the class of nuclear K&he spaces with a 
continuous norm. 
In Section 1 it is shown that no single universal or quotient universal 
space exists. In fact, any universal or quotient universal class must include 
an uncountable number of spaces. In Section 2 we give as non-trivial 
examples of universal and quotient universal classes, respectively, the 
subspaces and quotients with basis of (s), the space of rapidly decreasing 
sequences. 
For the concepts not defined as well as for the basic results on nuclear 
Frichet spaces used, we refer to [4,6]. 
Let E be a nuclear Frtchet space with a basis (x,) and let the topology of 
E be defined by an increasing sequence (P,J of seminorms; all indices 
appearing are assumed to be in N = { 1,2,...}. Set C.Z: = pL(x,) and 
K(a) = K(a!i) = 
I 




Here IK denotes the scalar field used (real or complex numbers). When K(a) 
is given the topology defined by the seminorms ] Ik, the assignment 
(Q -+ C,, C&X, is an isomorphism K(a) -+ E. The space K(u) is the K&he 
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space associated with (E, (x,)) and the infinite matrix a = (a:) is a K(ithe 
matrix representing (x,). The matrix (al) has the properties 0 ( uk Q ~5’ ‘, 
sup, ui > 0 and, by nuclearity, for every k there is I with (al/u!,) E 1, (we 
agree O/O = 0). Conversely, any matrix with these three properties defines 
through (1) a nuclear Frechet space with the sequence of coordinate vectors 
as a basis. As an example, by a Dragilev space L,(a, r), -co < r < co, we 
mean a nuclear Kothe space K(u) with uz = expf@,a,), where pk / r, 
a,, / co and f: R 4 R is strictly increasing, continuous, odd and 
logarithmically convex on the non-negative reals (see [2]). In particular, 
(s) = K(exp(k log n)). 
1. THE NON-EXISTENCE OF UNIVERSAL 
AND QUOTIENT UNIVERSAL SPACES 
Let us denote by Q the class of those nuclear Frechet spaces with basis 
which admit a continuous norm. Associated with every E E Q there is a 
Kothe space K(u) such that (us) is positive, i.e., u: > 0 for all k, n. 
By the Komura imbedding theorem [5] every nuclear Frlchet space is 
isomorphic to a subspace of (s)“. We say that (s)~ is a universal space in the 
class of nuclear Frechet spaces. Now (s) does not have a continuous norm 
and this raises the question: Is there a universal space in Q? The answer is 
negative, and in fact we can prove something more. 
THEOREM 1.1. Given a countable subset {E,, E2,...} of Q, there exists a 
Drugilev space L,(a, r) df rapidly increasing, --oo < r < 0) which is not 
isomorphic to a subspuce of any E,, p E Rd. 
Proof Let the basis of E, be represented by a positive matrix (u:,~)~,~ 
with lim,,, ai,,/ui.‘,’ = 0, k, p E N. Set 
and fix a bijection rr: Mj N. Let -co ( r < 0 and choose a stricly 
increasing sequence @& of negative reals such that lim,,, pk = r. For each 
n, let n = z&(n), j3(n), k,(n), m(n), p(n)). The reason for the notations 
j2,..., p will become clear later. Set 01~ = 1 and then 
Pj~(n)+n~“=Pl%l~ n> 1. (2) 
Note that by (2) the intervals In,k = [pkan,pk+,an], k = j,(n) + n - 1, 
j,(n) + n - T..., 1, n E N, cover the infinite interval I = ]-co, ~~,~i)+ 1]; as we 
move to the left on the real axis, I,., follows I,,,, 1 and Zn,j,(.)+n-l follows 
I n- 1,, . On each interval I,,k we will define a line segment gn,k: I,,k -, R with 
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a positive slope, that is, gn,k(x) = s,,~x + u,,~, x E In,k. s,,~ > 0. Throughout 
the construction we will require that the endpoints of consecutive segments 
will meet so that g: I+ R, g(x) = gn,Jx), x E Zn,k, is a well-defined 
continuous function. Further, the slopes s,,~ are chosen so that g will be 
concave. Finally, we will extend the function f: Z + R, f(x) = -exp(-g(x)), 
to an odd, continuous, rapidly increasing function which is logarithmically 
convex on the non-negative reals and show that LAa, r) is not isomorphic to 
a subspace of Ep for any p. 
To construct the line segments when n = 1, set siJ,(ij = 1, ~i,~,(i) = 
+j,Cl)+ 1 - lOg(-Pj,(,)+,) and choose gl,k, k = j,( 1) - l,..., j,( 1) as described 
above. Then of course, 
exp(f@k+ 1%) -f@k%)) > ’ 
for k = j,(l), j,(l) - l,..., j,(l). Let i, be so large that 
af,$::: llUf:j::) > exPdf@j3(l) a~) -f@jz(l) a~>) for i > i,. 
Now choose the segments g,,k, k = j,(l) - l,..., 1 so that 
exp(f @ kt 1 a1) -f@kal)) > 1 + max @~,~~~)/af,p(l))~ 
I<i<i, 
k = j,( 1) - l,..., 1. 
The general induction step from n - 1 to n is performed similarly. Note 
that f@j3(n) + n a,) is already fixed at the (n - I)th step because by (2), 
Pj,(n)+nan is the left endpoint of I,- ,, i . Choose the segments gn,k, 
k = j,(n) + n - 1, j,(n) + n - 2,..., j,(n) to satisfy 
ewU@ ktlan)-ff@kan)) > ,*, (3) 
k = j,(n) + n - l,..., j,(n) and let i, be so large that 
a:$:)+ ‘/$$,“n’, > eXP(f@j,(n)%) -.f@j,~n~%)) for i>i,. 
Then choose the segments gn,k, k = j,(n) - l,..., 1 so that 
(4) 
ewU@ k+ 1 an> -f@kan)) > f~* + max (“f,$$&(n))’ 
I<i<i, 
(5) 
k = j,(n) - l,..., 1. The inductive construction of the segments g,,, is com- 
plete. 
Definef(x) = x for x E [pjjc,, + , , 0] andf(x) = --(-x) for x > 0. Thenfis 
odd, continuous and strictly increasing. It is easy to check that logf(ex) is 
convex for x > 0. Thus f is logarithmically convex for x > 0. To see that f is 
also rapidly increasing, note first that -g(-x)/x is increasing for 
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x > -P,,(,,+~: -g(-x)/x = s,,~ - Q/X as -x E I,,, and u,,~ > 0. Conse- 
quently, if a > 1 and x > -pj3( 1) + i, then 
f(ux)lf(x) = exp [-g(-ax) + g(-x)] = exp [(-g(-ax)laxbx + d--x>] 
2 exp [(-g(-x>/x>ax + d-x> I = exp [( 1 - a) d-x> I- 
Since lim x’co g(-x) = --co, we have lim,,, f(ux)/f(x) = co, i.e., f is rapidly 
increasing. The space Lr(a, I) is nuclear, because (3) and (5) imply 
for n > k. 
To complete the proof, we assume that Lf(a, r) is isomorphic to a 
subspace of EP for some p and show that this leads to a contradiction. 
By [4, III-( 1.3)] we have a K&he matrix (bi) representing the coordinate 
basis of &(a, r) such that for certain indices qi we have 
Let 
(6) 
bi < e4.f @j, a,)) < b:’ < bZ’+ ’ < ed.f’@j,a,,)) < bi2 
< b?+ ’ < exP(f@j, a,)> (7) 
for n sufficiently large, say, n > n,. We assume here that j, < j, < j,. Since 
x is a bijection, lim,,, z(j,, j, , k,, m, p) = 00, so that we can find m, for 
which n = n(j,, j,, k,, m,, p) > n,. In the notation used in the construction 
off, j, = jz(n), j, = j,(n), k, = k,(n), m, = m(n) and p = p(n). Hence for 
this n, conditions (4), (5), (6) and (7) are all satisfied. 
Now set j = k,(n), k = 1 in the right side of (6) and use (7) to obtain 
ev(f@j, + I 4 - f @j, 4) 
G eXP(fCoj200%) - f@j,%)> 
From (5) we deduce (set k = j,) that q:(“) > i,. On the other hand, we can 
set j= k,(n) + 1, k = k,(n) in the left side of (6) and use (7) to get 
G eXP(f@j,cn)an) - f@j2m%)) 
which by (4) implies the contradiction qiz(“) < i,. I 
580/48/1-2 
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In the previous theorem it is essential that f is rapidly increasing. 
Otherwise L,(a, r), -a < r ,< 0, is a finite type power series space, and it is 
not difficult to see that if (a,) is any weakly stable (i.e., sup,a,+ ,/a, < co) 
finite type exponent sequence, then (s) @ n ,(a) (the complete tensor product) 
contains all finite type power series spaces as stepspaces, that is, as 
subspaces generated by a subsequence of the basis. 
In [7] it is shown that there does not exist a nuclear Frechet space E with 
the property that any nuclear Frechet space is a quotient of E. Thus, the 
class of nuclear Frechet spaces does not contain a quotient universal space. 
The proof amounts to showing that given E, there exists a Kiithe space K(a) 
with (a:) positive such that K(a) is not isomorphic to a quotient of E. Thus, 
there does not exist a quotient universal space in @ either. We can prove this 
in a sharper form. 
THEOREM 1.2. Given a countable subset (E,, E, ,...} of %?, there exists a 
Dragilev space L,(a, r) (f rapidly increasing, 0 < r < 00) which is not 
isomorphic to a quotient space of any E,, p E N. 
The proof, which is a quotient space analogue of the argument of 
Theorem 1.1, is omitted. 
Again, f has to be rapidly increasing in general, since otherwise LAa, r), 
0 < r < co, is a power series space and hence a quotient of (s) [4, IV- 
(2.2.4)]. 
2. A UNIVERSAL CLASS AND A QUOTIENT UNIVERSAL CLASS 
A subclass &’ c G? is called a universal class in %Y’, provided that for any 
FE G? there is E E &’ such that F is isomorphic to a subspace of E. 
Correspondingly, 9 c Q is a quotient universal class in Q if any FE $9 is 
isomorphic to a quotient space of some E E 9. Such classes J/ and 9 are 
by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 necessarily uncountable and we will now give two 
non-trivial examples. 
THEOREM 2.1. The quotient spaces of (s) with basis form a universal 
class in %Y. The subspaces of(s) with basis form a quotient universal class in 
57. 
It should be observed that (s)’ is isomorphic to a quotient space of (s) 
(e.g., [3, Proof of Theorem 2.41) but (s)’ GL Q. Also, if T denotes a quotient 
map (s) + (s)~, any E c (s)~ is isomorphic to a quotient space of 
T-‘(E) c (s), but here we do not know whether T-‘(E) has a basis. 
The two parts of the theorem have analogous proofs and we will present 
only the quotient universal class construction. Recall that a Ktithe matrix 
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(al) is regular if (a~/~~+‘)~ is non-increasing for every k and type d, if 
(a~/~~+‘)~ is non-increasing for every n (see [4]). 
LEMMA 2.2. If n>2 and O<,l,<A,<...<A,, we canfind afinite 
n x n regular d, matrix (a:) such that 
(0 dll;JLIm k+l<max l~,<n(~l/A,+l), k= l,..., n- 1, m= I,..., n; 
(ii) if t, = u~-~~‘/,$,-,+ 1, m = l,..., n, then 
1 y2n @i&n> = Ak 7 k = l,..., n. 
Proof: We first construct the “diagonal” elements u:-~, ut _ k+, , ~2’: 
and ut?L+ i, k = I,..., n - 1 in such a way that 
u;‘-;/&, = &+ ,/& ( a;‘;+ ,/&k+ , * (8) 
To begin, set aft-i = u: = A,, ai-, = ui = 1,. For k = 2,3 ,..., n - 1, at each 
step, we apply the following rule: 
1. If ik+,/lk > &j~k-ly choose u~?:+l/u~-k+l =nk+,/Ak (utek+, has 
already been chosen at the (k - 1)th step) and ut?i = &+, , u:-~ = A,. 
2. If&+,/&<&/&-i, choose ct?:+i/ut-k+, =&/&z,i (at-k+, has 
already been chosen at the (k - 1)th step) and u:Zi = Ak+ i, uiek = 1,. One 
easily checks that then (8) is satisfied and that the d, condition, 
ui-:+ &i-k+ I > d-k+ da:+_:+ 1, 
holds for k = 2,..., n - 1. To construct the rest of the matrix (a”,), define for 
m = l,..., n-k- 1, 
u~-_,_k/u~~~-k=max{u~~~-k/u~~~-k,u~-,-k+,/u~~~-k+l}, 
~~?~+~/a~?~~: =rnin{u~~~;~/u~~~+,,u~~~/u~~~+‘} 
recursively for k = I,..., n - 2. One sees immediately that (a:) is a regular d, 
matrix. 
By construction, any ratio a~/~~’ is of the form A,/;l,+, for some 1, so 
that (i) is satisfied. 
To prove (ii), note first that u$-k+l/t,-k+, = A,, so that 
min ,Cm<n(u))Jt,) < 1,. Suppose that m # n-k + 1. If m < n -k + 1, we 
get from regularity and the left side of (8), 
al/t, =lZ”-m+,(u~/u~-m+‘) =Iznpm+, y-f (u!&2fn+‘) 
l=k 
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If m > n - k + 1, we use the right side of (8) and regularity to obtain 
k-l 
k-l 
> (ak,/azmm+‘> A, 1.1 tafi-,+ da?,+,> 
/=n-VI+ 1 
k-l 
> (a~/a~Pm+l) II, 11 (ai/af,+‘) = A,. 
I-n-mt 1 
Thus the lemma is proved. 1 
The proof of Theorem 2.1. Let FE G? and suppose that the basis of F is 
represented by the positive K&he matrix (bk,). From [ 1, Lemma 1.71 we have 
a permutation 7~: N --) N such that for allj there is k such that n’/&,, < bk,,,, 
for n sufficiently large. After deleting some rows, if necessary, and then 
multiplying the remaining ones by suitable positive constants, we find a 
KGthe matrix (cl) with K(ci) = K(b$,,,) and 
x c ?qck,/ck,+ ‘) < 00. 
k n 
(9) 
Since K(bi) ‘v ZC(b$,,) = K(ck,), it suffices to find a nuclear Kothe space 
K(a) with (ak,) type d, and a quotient map K(a) -+ K(c) (see [4, III-(2.3. l)]). 
To do this, construct for each IZ a regular n X n d, matrix (ak,,n)m,k as in 
Lemma2.2 with lk=Af)=~t, k=l,..., II. For n=l, set a;,,=~:. Then 
define the matrix (a:) by af=af-i,+l,n, i,<i<i,+,, k<n, where i,=l 
and intl = i, + n; for k > n - 1, set recursively aff2/af+’ = af+‘/a:. Thus 
we just write the finite matrices (a;,,) into a sequence and then extend each 
column so that the d, condition holds. 




To construct the desired quotient map, let 
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Then by Lemma 2.2, 
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for k = l,..., n. Consequently, if we denote by (f,) the coordinate basis of 
K(a) and by (e,) that of K(c), then TJ = tie,, i, < i < i,, 1, n E N, defines a 
quotient map T: K(a) + K(c) [4, II-(3.3. l)]. Thus the proof is complete. 1 
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